
WARM UP: 1. Walk around the garden

surveying what needs to be done. 2. Increase

the speed of your walking, swinging the arms

and gradually increasing your heart rate. 3.

Bend the knees with perfect posture making

sure your knees are over your feet. 4. Squat

with your bo�tom out to stretch the bu�tock

muscles. 

 

POSTURE: 1. Hollow, tuck the pelvis and

return to neutral, to warm the lower spine. 2.

Li�t your arms above your head and stretch to

the sky li��ing your ribs away from your waist.

 

SHOULDERS: 1. Roll the shoulders forward,

up, back and down without arching your spine.  

2. Shrug shoulders to loosen. 3. Rotate arms in

shoulder sockets to mobilise.

 

WAIST: 1.  With feet hip width apart, waist

bend right and le�t. 2. Stand tall, keep hips

s�ill and turn the upper body at the waist.

 

HIPS & ANKLES: 1. Hold onto the side of the

shed and take some leg swings to mobilise the

hip joints. 2. Stand on one leg and rotate the

other ankle both ways.

 

WRISTS: 1. rotate both ways and �lex and

extend the wrist joint. 2. Open the �ingers

wide and stretch.

 

FEET: Li�t the heel o�f the �loor, pushing

through the ball of the foot.

 

Remember to always keep your abdominals, core

and pelvic �loor engaged when li��ing heavy pots

and bags or when twis�ing  during pruning and

weeding.

 

 

Gardening can be a dangerous ac�ivity. We wrestle

with weeds, shrubs and  grass. We move

ridiculously heavy plant pots and bags of po��ing

compost and then wonder why we ache!

 

Gardening is good for us but is harder work than

people think: 30 minutes of digging can burn up to 

250 calories, mowing, 195 calories and weeding, up

to 105 calories.  It gives all the major muscle groups

including legs, bu�tocks, stomach, arms, neck and

back a good workout and can help take inches from

the waistline.

 

We always prepare the body for an FL class, so why

not do the same before gardening?

 

We've put together a short pre-gardening workout

using many of the movements from within your 

normal class. Keep your abdominals and pelvic �loor

pulled in and up whilst performing them.

 

Each movement should be repeated un�il you are

warm.

 

Your neighbours may think you're bonkers, but it

will certainly be a talking point of the street and it

might just help to keep  those aches at bay.
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